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A message from our Headteacher… 

 

   Another busy and exciting week here at Ganneys. This week we welcomed Bill, our web designer, into school 

to film footage for our promotional video. Have a look at our website to see the two new events that were 

added to the homepage on the butterfly release and Bill's visit. This is a great way of keeping up to date 

with what’s happening in school.  

This is our last week before the school holidays, I can't believe that we will then be entering the last half 

term before our oldest children move onto the next stage of their education. We still have some places for 

September 2021 so please pass on our details to friends and family and ask them to book a visit if they 

have nursery aged children, we would love to welcome them to our school.  

 

Mrs Kathryn Kennedy 

Daisy Class 

What an eventful week we have enjoyed in Daisy room! It began on Monday with our butterfly releases. Thank you very 

much to all of the parents who came to join us for this - it really means so much to the children when you are able to be 

part of their school life. To celebrate the children made butterfly cakes by cutting a circle of cake in half, piping          

buttercream into the space and then adding the cake "wings" to make the butterfly. When we released them, some of our 

butterflies didn't really want to fly away from school, but the children were so kind and caring, making sure that they 

kept the butterfly safe on the ground.  

Our core story this week has been "The Train Ride" which is a lovely description of a journey on a train. The children are 

able to join in with the repeated refrain when we read this story "What shall I see, what shall I see?". We have been 

using our 2D shapes to draw around to create our own trains and the children tried hard to create their vehicles. We 

watched a film about going on a train and we are hoping to welcome a visitor today who is a train driver! 

Wednesday was National Numeracy Day and the children carried out surveys to find out how everyone in class had      

travelled to school. They were able to make tally marks on the paper next to pictures of different modes of transport. 

Then the children had to count their marks to find out which was the most popular way to travel to school.  

Our good friends, teaching students Miss Rees and Miss Neale, have returned for a short placement to see the children's        

progress since they were here during the lockdown and they have been very impressed with how well the children are 

learning and communicating.  

Reminder that we finish for half term on Friday 28th May returning on Monday 7th June.  
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Lavender Class   

We enjoyed the big book about Mr. Gumpy's outing this week continuing with our interest in all things transport. The 

children were really good at talking about and practising crossing the road safely , even if we were just practising to 

cross our mat in class, we still had to look out for traffic (with some fast toy cars approaching!) They remembered to 

look  both ways and listen for traffic as they crossed over. We read Teddy Takes a Tumble about a poor teddy bear who    

wasn't wearing his seatbelt, maybe the children can tell you what happened to Teddy. We talked about wearing our      

seatbelt and sitting in our car seat on every journey, a very important lesson. Our ’Tinker Table’ has been very popular 

this week, the children have been mastering using a screwdriver to remove small screws from a old DVD player. Finally 

we have been looking at shapes, making pictures with them and drawing around  them. We will be looking more at 2d 

shapes next week. Don't forget to practise counting in order, maybe clapping, stamping your foot or doing star jumps as 

you count.   

Marigold Class 

This week in Marigold room we have been looking at mixing colours, first we had bowls of water and added different food     

colourings to see what colours they made, yellow and blue for green, red and yellow for orange and blue and red for purple. 

We have been watching the diggers and dumpers working on the new houses opposite our nursery and the children have been    

talking about them. We continued with our colour mixing by putting diggers and dumpers in paint and watching how the colours 

changed. We noticed the different patterns made by the various wheels and how we could make long and short tracks. 

The children have enjoyed playing with the 'musical bottles' we created last week, with lentils and pasta and noticing loud and 

quiet sounds. We have also explored trays of lentils with assorted sized containers and been talking about full and empty. The 

children noticed it sounded like rain when the lentils were dropped into the trays. We have enjoyed singing walking through the 

jungle with the large zoo animal puppets and talked about the different noises that animals make. 

Orchard Class 

We have had a lovely week exploring music. The children have been sitting together and singing along to songs while our  

Teaching Assistant Amy has been playing the guitar. We have been focusing on the sound of the drum, the children have 

joined in tapping cymbals to the sound of their name at circle time. The children have took an interest in junk modelling this 

week. They have made some fantastic creations from a rocket to a camera with adult led support. They have used their         

imagination with different size boxes and assorted materials. We had some proud children taking their models home. We hope 

you all have a lovely weekend.  


